ASOSYASYON VIKTIM MASAK RABOTO YO
(Association of Victims of the Raboteau Massacre)

Raboteau / Gonaïves

Port-au-Prince, Saturday 25 July 2020

Invitation to the Press

The Association of Victims of the Raboteau Massacre respectfully salutes the newsroom and on this occasion invites journalists from the newsroom to attend and cover a press conference at the Lycée Jean Robert Cius (Jean Robert Cius High School), tomorrow, Sunday 26 July 2020, starting at 4:00 in the afternoon.

The objective of this press conference is for the Association of Victims of the Raboteau Massacre to demand the arrest and judgment of all the criminals convicted in absentia and sentenced to hard work in the context of the Raboteau Massacre trial, especially the criminals Emmanuel Toto Constant and Jean Robert Gabriel, whom Jovenal MOISE has named so-called Assistant Chief of Staff in the reconstituted Haitian Army.

The Association of Victims of the Raboteau Massacre sends plentiful greetings to all the press and is counting on the presence of journalists.
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Spokesperson, Association of Victims of the Raboteau Massacre